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Question1: By eliminating the land allowed to be purchased by one farmer
or entity - We (The small individual)cannot compete with big business-
nor should we be expected to -they can afford to out bid us and out rent
us!!!
Question2: We need to first take care of our own- We have shot ourselves
in the foot by training foreign countries to farm as well as we can-
then we buy grain from them that we can grow ourselves- shame on us
Question3: It should be disperssed by NEED!!!!!! I farm with my husband
and we both hold full time jobs to support our farming habit- We will
claim bankruptcy this year because we cannot afford to put $400 per acre
out to farm it and only get $1.57 corn!!!! It was that price 25 years
ago- unlike other businesses, we are not allowed to pass on our
expenses to anyone- we just have to take what the elevaters are giving-
We need help!! WE CANNOT AFFORD TO TAKE OUR CROP OUT OF THE FIELD, AND
YET, WE CANNOT AFFORD TO LEAVE IT IN- WE ARE SCREWED!!!!
Question4: We are very careful about what we put into the ground-
Education and restrictions may helpp our world out in the long run-
Question5: We need to figure out how we can raise the best crops without
over kill- we need to support the smaller farmer who works hard to put
out the best possible crop and take care of his own(family)
Question6: by all means we need to pursue a greater support system-
i.e.- if a farmer wants to make an attempt at a new hybrid or specialty
crop they should be encouraged and helped. Do not suppress them and
hold them back- we are stuck in a holding pattern- we need to push
foreward and not punish(bankruptcy- farm sale) if they fail one year!!


